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2020-03-26 | Linux Headlines [4]

The Apache Software Foundation turns twenty-one, Kubernetes 1.18 brings stability as well as some exciting preview features, the latest ESET Endpoint Antivirus adds Linux support, and Krita delivers one of its most complicated releases to date.

Keeping Track of Stuff | Self-Hosted 15 [5]

We have a neat self-hosted home inventory management system for preppers of any type, plus Chris? simple Home Assistant trick and Alex?s valiant battle with the WebSockets daemon of the reverse proxies.

FreeBSD, Corona: Fight! | BSD Now 343 [6]
Fighting the Coronavirus with FreeBSD, Wireguard VPN Howto in OPNsense, NomadBSD 1.3.1 available, fresh GhostBSD 20.02, New FuryBSD XFCE and KDE images, pf-badhost 0.3 released, and more.
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